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Gold -- Swiss referendum draws near 

On November 30th, the Swiss head to the polls to vote, amongst other things whether gold 

holdings by the central bank should be maintained at a minimum of 20% of total assets, and 

furthermore never sell any. The gold would also have to reside in the country and couldn’t 

be held overseas. This would in effect turn their gold holdings into a gold ball and chain that 

ties up cash in an asset that they can’t ever sell and therefore arguably has no value.  

The 20% level harks back to a time before the Swiss stepped in to defend the Franc against 

the ravages of the Euro, devising a 1.20 Euro/CHF floor. It however also brings another

dimension to the act of defending the Euro peg should the Swiss in future have to defend

the Franc against the Euro and buy more physical gold (it can’t do anything with) in the 

process. The referendum result will be known around lunchtime on Sunday, with a majority 

of voters plus 12 of the 26 cantons needed to vote in favour in order for the referendum to 

pass. Currently the no vote is in the majority at 47%, however with 15% still undecided and 

38% voting yes, there is enough of a swing to potentially see it pass.  

If it was voted through, the Swiss government would still have a considerable amount of 

time, out to 2019, before starting to comply with the process likely to be incredibly slow 

thereafter too. On paper however, and assuming current reserves remain static, the bank 

would need to purchase something approaching 1,800 tonnes of gold, or around 60% of 

annual global mine production. The knee-jerk reaction to a yes vote, particularly when 

consensus is for a no, and in a jumpy market like gold would likely see a pretty significant

rally, perhaps $15-20/oz in a straight line and pushing on from there before sanity returns

and the real longer term implications are worked out.  

Aside from the knee-jerk reaction, the longer term bullish impact on the market would likely

be more modest, particularly if it is implemented slowly. How the rest of the world might 

view the Swiss, with 20% of its assets tied up in something they cannot ever liquidate is also 

open for debate however and would likely have an impact on the strength of the Franc and

indeed have implications for their gold and other currency holdings.  

If the vote is no, as expected, then gold would likely fall back towards the early November 

lows, with the speculative ‘‘just in case’’ bid vanishing and gold then looking set to track oil 

lower, particularly if deflationary concerns persist. We will know by Sunday afternoon

however either way gold looks like having a volatile start to next week.  

By Leon Westgate
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Base metals 

The base metals have come under heavy pressure heading into Friday afternoon with a 

weak close yesterday adding to a rather bleak technical picture for much of the 

complex. Plunging crude oil prices have been cited as a factor, as have concerns over 

increased Chinese state oversight into commodity trading risks for its SOE’s. Turnover-

wise, copper volumes have been very good indeed with two-way interest building up as 

the metal traded below $6,500 however the rest of the complex has been relatively 

quiet from a volume perspective. 

Looking ahead, the release of the Chinese PMI figures over the weekend (the official 

manufacturing PMI is expected at 50.5 while the HSBC measure is expected at 50.0), 

along with persistent chatter about potential PBOC action suggest it might be a volatile 

start to the week for the base metals too.   

With crude oil plunging, commodities generally have come under pressure with general 

portfolio liquidation being cited as a factor behind the move. Other knock-on effects in 

terms of energy costs and lower production costs have also emerged, though it’s worth 

highlighting that some of these links are spurious and at best are far from 

instantaneous.  

In other news, the Chinese State-owned Assets Supervision and Administration 

Commission has ordered companies under its management, mainly non-financial state-

owned producers to investigate the risks associated with commodity trading. The drive 

is supposed to prevent companies taking commodity-related trading risks and dispose 

of any risky trading operations unrelated to their main business. The move appears to 

be looking to reign in some of the more dynamic hedging strategies that might be 

employed, however the press release nevertheless seemed to unnerve the wider 

community.  

Aluminium has come under pressure with some citing weaker oil prices as a reason. In 

reality, the bulk of aluminium smelting capacity is coal or gas powered. While aluminium 

had a very close relationship with crude oil prices during the global financial crisis and 

in the QE boom that followed, so far this year the correlation between aluminium and 

oil has been zero. Aluminium smelters tend to hedge their power costs at any rate, with 

a sudden weakening in oil unlikely to have any immediate impact on their production 

costs (though transport costs might fall if the weaker oil price is passed through quickly 

enough).  

What is interesting is that in spite of the weaker aluminium price the spreads are still 

tightening, which should in turn help deter aggressive shorts. We have noted previously 

that the market is structurally imbalanced with regards to the tonnage of metal hedged 

basis LME (visible and invisible) relative to the level of open interest, and that volatility 

in the spreads has returned. Year-end liquidity factors are also becoming an issue while 

the emergence of a dominant holder of cash and tom warrants, in the 30-39% band 

for both, is also a factor. We noted yesterday the delivery of previously cancelled 

material back on-warrant in Vlissingen, with changing pain thresholds in the wake of 

the proposed LME rule change likely to see similar re-warranting’s in the near future 

should the backwardation persist.   

Copper posted a very weak technical close, with fresh selling overnight seeing the 

metal trade below $6,500 and all the way down to $6,450. As with aluminium, the 

spreads remain tight in spite of weaker prices with the continued presence of a 

dominant holder of warrants also a factor. Interestingly, while LME stocks increased this 

morning, with LME stocks increasing this morning, with 1,500 mt entering Johor and 

500 mt entering Singapore, SHFE copper inventory for the week fell 7,105 mt to 
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88,278 mt. In other news, the three-week strike at Antamina has finally ended with 

the mine expected to resume normal operations next week.  

Leon Westgate 

Bulk commodities  

Chinese financial steels held yesterday’s limit-up gains to close slightly higher again 

into month end on short covering. News of lower IO port stocks helped sustain DCE IO, 

while ZCE thermal traded in choppy conditions, with uncertainty around Shenhua’s Dec 

price negotiations.  Otherwise a relatively typical quiet news-Friday, with focus 

internationally on OPEC and Brent price falls.   

Shanghai Equities rallied again by 1.99% to 2,683 points, bagging their biggest weekly 

gain in 3 years following the PBOC’s switch to more accommodative monetary policies, 

after last Friday’s post-close rate cut. A RRR cut is still expected.    

Shanghai 7-day interbank rates remained up at 3.8%. The PBOC has RMB 30bln in 

maturing repos coming through next week, with IPOs receding also. Spot Currency 

traded at 6.1429, while the PBOC reference rate set at 6.1345. 

Shanghai Rebar Futures active Jan-14 contract fell RMB 11/t at RMB 2,638/t, while 

the May-15 contract closed up RMB 9/t at RMB 2,548/t. 

Dazong HRC Dec-14 futures shifted up RMB 1/t to RMB 2,901/t, while SHFE HRC 

Jan-15 futures fell RMB 20/t to RMB 2,960/t. Among physical steels, Tangshan billet 

prices rose RMB 10/t to RMB 2,430/t. Rebar prices picked up RMB 20/t in Shanghai 

and in Beijing also. Shagang raised its ex-works prices. HRC prices rose RMB 30-40/t 

(up RMB 50-60/t w/w) in Shanghai and up RMB 20/t in Beijing. 

Weekly steel warehouse stocks saw rebar falling 0.094mt to 3.9mt, including falls in 

Shanghai and Beijing, although GZ rose, while HRC stocks fell 0.081mt to 2.48mt.  

China’s State-owned Assets Supervision and Administration Commission has ordered all 

companies within its remit to investigate the risks associated with their commodity 

trading.  

Dalian Commodity Exchange IO active Jan-15 contract rose RMB 1/t to RMB 521/t, 

while the May-15 contract closed up RMB 4/t at RMB 485/t. Mysteel reported falling 

Chinese IO port stocks, off 1.16mt w/w to 106.89mt. Vale is reportedly discussing 

setting up a IO trading platform in Lianyungang City in Jiangsu, following meetings with 

officials.  

Among physical iron ore, RioT tendered a Robe River Fe 57% fines Dec-cargo at 

$57.18/t. globalORE traded a PB fines cargo at $71.50/t. PB fines at Shandong ports 

traded at RMB 490/t, up RMB 10/t, while certain private seaborne cargoes traded 

well below the GO trade, including a BHPB Jimblebar dec-cargo at $64.50/t, at 

causing dislocation among published indices today, as the physical market pauses to 

consider whether to accept the rally that futures wants to see. We do believe that 

following a month-long destock the market is due a lift back up into the $70-75/t 

range.  

The TSI Fe 62% China CFR price index rose 10 cents to $69.80/t (MTD: $73.13/t). 

The Platts Fe 62% index jumped $2/t to $71.25/t (MTD: $73.40/t), while the TSI 

Fe 58% index rose 20 cents to $62.60/t (MTD: $66.07/t). The Metal Bulletin Fe 

62% index lifted $1.34/t to $71.32/t, while its Fe 58% rose $1.28/t index 

$59.76/t. Argus Fe 62% printed at $68.60/t. Mysteel’s Fe 62% index rose 50 cents 

to $70/t, while its Fe 58% index rose 25 cents to $63/t.  
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In IO supply news, RioT is to defer its $1bln Silvergrass Fe 58% Marra Mamba 

greenfield operation investment decision until 3Q15, although keeping its 2017 

350mt output forecast intact. In our view, Fe 58% materials will become increasingly 

threatened by Chinese growing domestic scrap surplus. FMG announced spending cuts 

today, including the deferral of a 5mtpa detrital processing plant, although still 

forecasting a 150-160mt shipment rate. Twiggy also said today that the miner was 

considering ‘‘Plans B/C/D’’ to cope with a low-priced environment.  

The Baltic Exchange Cape index shifted 9.3% to $14,564/day, with C3 at $17.575/t 

and C5 at $7.655/t, while C4 is $9.075/t and C7 is $10.32/t. FFA Cal15 capes are 

trading in the $13,200/day range, while Dec is trading in the $13,800/day range.  

India’s GDP weakened to 5.3% y/y in 3Q, down from 5.7% in 2Q, potentially providing 

Modi with stimulus room. 

OPEC agreed to keep output targets unchanged at 30mbpd and prices of Brent fell to 

$71/bbl, a level last seen in 2010 -- impacting global inflation expectations, 

particularly in the EU. The ECM will hold a Governing Council policy meeting next 

week, where the EU QE program will be under discussion on timing, format and size.  

For Q1:15 thermal coal prices, API 2 is trading at $71.90/t; API 4 is trading at 

$67.10/t; while Newcastle is trading at $64.10/t, all trading weaker on the back of 

yesterday’s oil moves and warmer weather, with gas dropping too. Among physical 

deals, NEWC Jan traded at $64/t and Feb at $74/t also, off 50 cents. Port Waratah 

Carrington is back at full load rates following maintenance. Indo sub-bit is being 

offered c.$50/t fob for 4700 NAR materials and $57/t CFR Xiamen. UK’s coal burn 

fell 26% y/y in September to 2.91mt, while YTD Sept, consumption fell 27% y/y yo 

27mt. UK stocks amounted to 14.6mt, flat m/m. Markets continue to watch for strike 

action among Colombia and South African coal miners and rail lines, while seasonal 

weather patterns impacting both supply and demand are also being monitored, 

including rains in Colombia and Indonesia, as well as any Australian weather disruptions.  

Zhengzhou Futures Jan-15 thermal contract prices fell RMB 0.8/t to RMB 502.4/t, 

while the May-15 contract fell RMB 2.6/t to RMB 478/t.  

Premium Hard Coking Coal spot prices are trading in the $108-113/t Qld FOB range, 

with China CFR prices ranging $118-123/t. TSI FOB Qld printed at $113.8/t, while 

China CFR printed at $123.20/t. MB FOB Qld printed at $113.28/t, while China CFR 

printed at $121.37/t. The Argus Qld fob index printed at $111.17/t. Cargoes of 

premium low vol traded this week at $112/t fob Qld and $121/t CFR China.  

On the Dalian Exchange, Jan-15 coke price traded RMB 4/t lower to RMB 1,066/t, 

while the May-15 contract dropped RMB 14/t to RMB 1,039/t. Among Dalian HCC 

prices, Jan-15 contract prices closed off RMB 3/t to RMB 778/t, while the May-15 

contract fell RMB 10/t to RMB 755/t. Coking coal port stocks amounted to 6.56mt, 

up from 6.38mt the prior week.  

By Melinda Moore 
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Commodities Data 
                        
LME 3 month   Open Close High Low Daily change Change (%) Cash Settle Change in cash 

settle 
Cash - 3m

Aluminium 2,063 2,044 2,075 2,041 -19 -0.93 2,099.00 0 32.25
Copper 6,578 6,558 6,607 6,538 -21 -0.31 6,621.50 -28 62.00
Lead 2,060 2,061 2,071 2,053 1 0.05 2,065.00 19 -4.25
Nickel 16,369 16,355 16,500 16,350 -14 -0.09 16,325.00 95 -53.00
Tin 20,329 20,250 20,350 20,230 -79 -0.39 20,375.00 0 27.50
Zinc 2,271 2,256 2,289 2,255 -15 -0.64 2,270.50 -2 -1.75
      
LME 
inventory  

Today Yesterday In Out One day 
change

YTD change 
(mt)

Cancelled 
warrants (mt) 

Cancelled 
warrants (%) 

Contract 
turnover

Aluminium 4,324,175 4,332,400 150 8,375 -8,225 -1,133,900 2,304,050 53 157,645
Copper 164,300 161,950 2,350 - 2,350 -202,125 22,900 14 117,107
Lead 217,775 217,900 0 125 -125 3,325 18,175 8 23,980
Nickel 404,496 401,850 3,150 504 2,646 142,860 94,842 23 54,865
Tin 11,850 11,760 105 15 90 2,165 4,055 34 4,726
Zinc 673,000 669,075 6,000 2,075 3,925 -260,475 110,450 16 69,887
      
Shanghai 3-
month 

Open Last 1d  Change COMEX Open Close Change Change (%)

Aluminium 13820 13745 -65 Ali Feb'14 - - - -
Copper 46600 46210 -450 Cu Feb'14 295.65 290.65 -5 -1.69
Zinc 20,329 20,250 0   
      
Precious 
metals 

     

 AM Fix PM Fix High bid Low offer Closing bid Daily change   
Gold 1,184.50 1,194.75 1,199.73 1,185.85 1,190.67 -41.10   
Silver - 16.42 16.59 16.16 16.22 -0.97   
Platinum 1,214.00 1,219.00 1,230.38 1,213.75 1,215.90 -39.20   
Palladium 804.00 804.00 808.05 793.20 804.30 25.00   
      
Forwards (%) 1 month 2 months 3 months 6 months 12 months   
Gold -0.49333 -0.36333 -0.25667 -0.10333 0.02667   
Silver 0.62 0.616 0.618 0.612 0.568   
USD Libor 0.15575 0.204 0.2356 0.3319 0.5646   
      
Technical 
Indicators 

30-day RSI 10-day MA 20-day MA 100-day MA 200-day MA Support Resistance  

Gold 43.93 1,192.95 1,177.67 1,243.68 1,274.26 1,173.57 1,193.85  
Silver 39.16 16.32 16.04 18.26 19.18 15.90 16.25  
Platinum 41.66 1,212.68 1,211.03 1,342.82 1,398.01 1,208.43 1,222.43  
Palladium 51.5 787.09 779.44 826.13 816.87 798.67 808.12  
      
Active Month 
Future 

COMEX GLD COMEX SLV NYMEX PAL NYMEX PLAT DGCX GLD TOCOM GLD CBOT GLD  

Settlement 1182.6 16.08 803.4 1228.4 1183.2 4482 1197.5  
Open Interest 378076 154033 32063 64409 712 78982 21  
Change in 
Open Interest 

-16356 20746 -4275 3375 -554 -23760 -292  

      
Energy      
Energy 
futures 
pricing 

1 month Change 2 month Change 3 month Change 6 month Change 

Sing Gasoil 
($/bbbl) 

94.239 0.02 92.271 0.02 92.414 0.06 93.308 0.00 

Gasoil 0.1% 
Rdam ($/mt) 

657.5 14.25 654.25 13.75 665 12.75 672 11.75 

NWE CIF jet 
($/mt) 

784 0.00 757.3 0.78 756.34 0.95 762.32 -0.35 

Singapore 
Kero ($/bbl) 

96.818 -0.03 93.481 -0.19 93.354 -0.15 93.658 -0.12 

3.5% Rdam 
barges 
($/mt) 

416.679 -0.15 400.123 -1.67 399.745 -2.51 404.723 -3.24 

1% Fuel Oil 
FOB ($/mt) 

422.64 -0.25 407.75 -2.42 409.08 -2.88 414.91 -3.49 

Sing FO180 
Cargo ($/mt) 

457.569 -0.32 438.936 -2.61 434.286 -3.03 434.89 -4.01 

      
Thermal coal Q3 14 Change Q4 14 Change Q1 15 Change Cal 15 Change 
API2 (CIF 
ARA) 

74.50 -0.50 77.05 -0.45 78.65 -0.35 80.45 -0.40 

API4 (FOB 
RBCT) 

73.85 -0.15 74.05 -0.20 75.25 -0.05 76.75 -0.10 

Source: LME, Comex, Nymex, SHFE, Standard Bank Plc 
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Commodity Data cont. 
Bulks   
Steel-----Physical Latest Price 1-day 1-week 1-month 3-month 6-month
Turkish Scrap 80:20 (Iskinderun CFR)  $/t 293.96 0.00% -8.60% -22.18% -19.42% -23.08%
China Tangshan Steel Billet $/t 400.00 -0.50% -0.25% -5.44% -12.28% -19.35%
China HRC export (Shanghai FOB) $/t 479.00 0.63% -0.62% -5.52% -7.17% -9.28%
North Europe HRC domestic (ex-works) $/t 410.00 0.00% -2.96% -1.20% -2.38% -4.65%
North America HRC domestic (Midwest FOB) $/t 640.00 -0.93% -0.47% -5.60% -6.16% -5.60%
   
Steel-----Futures   
LME Billet Cash  $/t 490.00 0.00% 6.52% 12.13% 26.53% 108.73%
LME Billet Futures (1-mth) $/t 490.00 0.00% 6.52% 11.49% 24.44% 107.85%
LME Steel Billet Stocks-----change 0.00 - - - - -
Shanghai Rebar Futures (Active contract) $/t 430.20 1.42% -0.38% -9.54% -10.40% -25.62%
Shanghai Rebar Futures On-Warrant Stocks-----change 0.00 - - - - -
China Steel Inventory (million tonnes) 10.10 0.00% -8.44% -18.49% -30.44% -22.94%
   
Iron ore   
China Iron Ore Fines  (62% Fe; CFR Tianjin) $/t   
China Iron Ore Fines  (58% Fe; CFR Tianjin) $/t   
SGX AsiaClear IO Swaps 62% Fe $/t (1-mth) 73.22 -1.77% -8.48% -21.06% -27.50% -46.26%
China Iron Ore Inventory (million tonnes) 100.48 0.00% 1.64% -0.98% -5.90% 29.05%
   
Coking coal   
Premium Hard Coking Coal (Qld FOB) $/t 114.05 0.00% 2.79% 1.15% -1.04% -18.68%
   
Capesize freight   
Saldanha South Africa-Beilun China 14.30 0.00% -23.94% -15.88% 2.14% -10.34%
   
Financials pricing   
RMB Currency 6.15 0.33% 0.50% 0.02% -1.76% 0.86%
China 7-day repo 3.48 -17.14% 19.18% -6.45% 8.75% -29.27%
Shanghai Equities Composite  2682.83 7.88% 14.76% 22.18% 30.86% 20.88%
Source: LME, Bloomberg, Standard Bank Plc 
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